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INDRA NAMED NATS SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR  
 
 
 The award was achieved after successful deployment this year of the new generation iTEC 

system at Prestwick Upper Airspace Control Centre in Scotland 
 
 

Whiteley, January 10, 2017.- A complex and challenging project to introduce the Prestwick Upper Airspace 
new generation iTEC flight data processor and controller working position system has earned technology 
partner Indra the NATS Supplier of the Year Award 2016. 
 
Julie Elder, NATS HR and Corporate Services Director, presented the award at the annual Deploying SESAR 
supplier conference attended by more than 70 representatives of 25 NATS supplier organisations. 
 
“The Prestwick Upper Airspace project is the first major step in our Deploying SESAR programme and Indra 
worked with NATS to deliver the new iTEC Flight Data Processor and Controller Working Position within the 
constraints of what was a challenging project,” said Julie. 
 
Accepting the award, Gonzalo Gavin, Indra’s Director for International ATM Programs, said: “Indra is very 
proud to have been awarded NATS’ Supplier of the Year, signifying a key milestone of our collaborative 
partnership.” 
 
“To deliver this challenging project our joint teams created a highly collaborative project culture and mutual 
trust that enabled the achievement of iTEC into full operational service on time and on budget.” 
 
Tim Bullock, NATS Director Supply Chain, said: “NATS has a long-established partnership with Indra and 
such relationships are an integral part of our supply chain strategy in shaping and delivering optimal technical 
solutions for our Deploying SESAR programme.” 
 
“We are pleased this first deployment of iTEC into PCUA has been so successfully delivered, this provides a 
good platform to build upon and we look forward to working together with Indra in partnership on subsequent 
iTEC deployments to the rest of NATS operations.” 
 
“We will only be successful if we all work closely together  - this means displaying the right collaborative 
behaviours to meet the challenges and to enable us to all deliver upon the time, cost and quality 
commitments made.” 
 
Indra played a pivotal role and worked collaboratively with NATS on the implementation of the new iTEC 
Flight data processor and controller working positions into the Upper Airspace operation of NATS Prestwick 
Centre (PCUA). 
 
The system has been in full operational service since June this year and represents the first introduction of 
new technology into ATC operations in the Deploying SESAR programme. 
 
The iTEC system introduces trajectory-based operations and is designed to provide automated conflict 
detection which improves safety.  It will reduce aircraft fuel burn and emissions by enabling the future 
introduction of Free Route Airspace above 28,000 feet, giving pilots greater flexibility to fly the best and most 
direct routes instead of following the existing network of rigid waypoints and airways 
 
About Indra 
 
Indra is one of the main global consulting and technology companies and the technology partner for core 
business operations of its clients businesses throughout the world. It offers a comprehensive range of 
proprietary solutions and cutting edge services with a high added value in technology, which adds to a unique 
culture that is reliable, flexible and adaptable to its client’s needs. Indra is a world leader in the development 
of comprehensive technological solutions in fields such as Defense & Security, Transport & Traffic, Energy & 
Industry, Telecommunications & Media, Financial Services and Public Administrations & Healthcare. Through 
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its Minsait unit, it provides a response to the challenges of digital transformation. In 2015 it reported revenues 
of €2,850m, had a workforce of 37,000 professionals, a local presence in 46 countries, and delivered projects 
in more than 140 countries. 
 
 
 
 
 


